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The following business requirements are part of the scope for Release 3.6 of ADAMS.

**Athlete access to the Athlete Biological Passport result validity**

In addition to having access to their blood passport raw data and urine results, athletes will also see whether their blood passport samples are valid or not. The information will be available in "My Recent Tests".

**TUEs**

The TUE status will automatically change to "Expired" and a note added to the "Activity" tab when the substance expiry date passes (or the latest expiration date when there are multiple substances).

The TUE Certificate generated when the application form is approved will always display the sporting organization logo.

**Laboratories**

WADA Accredited Laboratories will be able to indicate their general analyzing capabilities as a Lab and the methods that were used when analyzing the specific sample. This sample information will be available to ADO users in the lab result page and certificate of analysis PDF form.

Steroid Parameters and Specific gravity fields will no longer be mandatory for B samples submissions.

**Lab result notification**

The notification "Lab result" currently sent only when an AAF lab result is submitted and not matched to a DCF, will be sent regardless of the matching status (to the Testing Authority, the IF governing the sport and WADA).

The “Atypical passport (steroid)” notification content will be modified.

**Biological Passport**
WADA APMU and experts will be able to conduct their passports’ reviews in ADAMS.

As of September 1st 2014, Laboratories will receive a “Suspicious Steroid Profile Confirmation Request” notification as per conditions given in TD2014EAAS v2.0.

**Hematological Passport**

ADO APMU and expert users will be able to view the activity generated (which includes a reason for the update) when the sample validity is modified in a DCF.

**Administration**

ADO administrators can no longer remove athlete passport custody.

**Misc**

The printing of ADAMS pages using Internet Explorer was improved.

The maximum number of characters allowed in the whereabouts filing failure comment field is now set to 4000.

**ADAMS Mobile App:**

Usernames with special characters are now accepted.